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SWISSOTEL TBILISI is located in the very heart of the city – 3 
Soliko Virsaladze St, five minutes from its administrative 
and business district, theatres, museums, entertainment 
and shopping centers. Near the hotel lies the main avenue 
of the city, which is Rustaveli Avenue.
We want you to enjoy your quality time and the good things 
in life. So, from the moment you check-in we will encourage 
you to take a step back. Remind you to be curious and try 
new things. And, invite you to laugh and to look at the world 
from a fresh perspective.

Swissotel Tbilisi features 130 rooms, including 112 Swiss Business 
Advantage, 6 Swiss Vitality, 4 Deluxe King, 5 Suite and 3 Presidential Suite 
rooms. 
Welcome to a room that offers more than just a place to sleep, shower and 
take advantage of the Wi-Fi. Our rooms revitalizes body, mind and soul by 
focusing on maximizing your comfort. 

A centerpiece of hotel Lobby.
Café serves a huge variety of mouthwatering patisseries, Swiss chocolates, 
Swiss chocolate cakes, signature coffees and a local and international 
afternoon tea experiences. 

Here at Olives restaurant we believe in a good start of the day, which is why 
here a rushed breakfast is unheard of.
You can enjoy a buffet breakfast of wholesome, good quality food which 
will give you a nutritious boost, to enjoy your day outdoor with just the right 
amount of energy. 

Enjoying a drink in our spacious lounge bar is an unforgettable experience! 
You will find a full range of the bar drinks including a wide selection of 
premium spirits, impressive whiskey selection throughout the Scotland 
regions, collection cognacs, signature Barrel aged and Asian cocktails. 



PÜROVEL, our company's signature Spa & Sport brand, is all about Alpine 
Vitality and is inspired by the Alpine seasons. We want our guests to feel at their 
very best when they are travelling for work or leisure.
Our Pürovel concept encompasses many products and services, including spa 
treatments, fitness, and bath products that enhance the experience, well-
being and vitality of our guests.
Spring. Summer. Fall. Winter. Thanks to PurovelSPA it's possible to experience 
the four seasons of natural vitality in one short stay. GYM, pool, sauna, sault 
room and hamam will make your stay unforgettable.

Welcome to Swissotel, where the spirit of Vitality makes 
every meeting memorable. Increase both your 
productivity and your creativity with our intuitive and 
customized event planning expertise. Our fantastic city 
Centre locations, easy-to-use technology, reliable 
service, and great cuisine combine to create a place 
where meetings are synonymous with inspiration.
Then there's the design of the meeting room, featuring 
spaces that maximize creativity, focus, and efficiency. 
We choose equipment, furniture design, materials and 
colors with this in mind. Not only do we have an 
incredible choice of meeting spaces in all shapes and 
sizes, but each one offers a variety of different set-ups.

SWISSÔTEL TBILISI
·Centrally located 5-star hotel
·130 contemporary rooms & suites
·30 minute drive from Tbilisi International airport 
·Airport transfers
·3 in-house restaurants and bars offering finest world-cuisine
·4 Professional conference, meeting and event facilities
·Wireless internet
·Pürovel Spa & Sport centre, indoor pool
·24-hour in room dining 
·24-hour concierge service
·Car park
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